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Use Echo Reading to maximise five key aspects of 
successful book reading:

1. The amount of time spent reading words successfully.

2. The strength of text meaning supports for reading.

3. Skill using word decoding to read unfamiliar words.

4. Attention focussed on the meaning of the text.

5. Confidence and skill in being an effective book reader.

Echo Reading is a method that adults and peers can use to 
support children’s reading of meaningful text. It produces 
high levels of successful engaged reading and strong 
meaning supports for reading, and enables children to read 
much more complex texts than they could read unaided. 

The principles of Echo Reading are as follows:

•	 	Adult	and	child	read	together,	with	the	adult	a	fraction	of	
a second behind the child, ‘echoing’ but ready to keep the 
text sentences continuing should the child pause overly. 
Echoing keeps the adult and child in sync with no pauses 
due to the adult being distracted away from the text.

•	 	The	child	reads	all	words	able	to	be	read	with	relatively	
little effort, the adult says all other words. When a hard 
word is encountered, the adult says the word with the 
child either echoing, or moving on to the next word. This 
reduces time reading unsuccessfully to a minimum, and 
maximises time spent reading successfully.

•	 	No	word	is	repeated,	as	this	interrupts	the	flow	of	text	
meaning.	The	smooth	flow	of	words	and	sentences	
maximises the language meaning supports of the text. 
This makes it easier to both follow the meaning of the 
text and read the words.

•	 	The	language	meaning	supports	of	the	text	are	
maximised in two ways:

	 	 -		Keeping	words	and	sentences	flowing	smoothly	
maximises children’s understanding of the text.

  -  The adult makes comments at logical pause points to 
build thinking on meaning, e.g., ‘So that’s what the bag 
was for!’, ‘This might be bad news for Sam.’ ‘Oh-oh! I 
wonder what’s going to happen now.’

•	 	Echoing	is	matched	to	individual	children’s	confidence	
and skill, ensuring the child is active, not passive, and 
leading the reading wherever possible.

  -  For words the adult feels the child can read quite 
easily, the adult might say or the first sound or syllable 
of the word, prolonging it or pausing a moment, but 
saying the word if it’s not soon read by the child.

•	 	Meaning	and	graphophonics	cues	work	together	
strongly to increase reading success:

  -  The child uses graphophonics to read unfamiliar 
words, with the strong meaning supports from 
continuous	flow	of	meaningful	text	making	those	
words much more predictable, thus more words are 
read correctly.

•	 	Word	reading	skills	from	reading	games	are	moved	
gently into text reading:

  -  Word reading development is supported, with focus 
on moving relatively new word reading skills through 
into reading of meaningful text.

  -  As the child is becomes relatively skilled with a 
particular group of words in word reading games (e.g., 
CVC words, CCVCC words, CVCe words, regular two 
syllable words), when those words are encountered in 
texts, the adult pauses longer on those words, or waits 
till the child says the word.  
Children often lack confidence, not realising they now 
have good skill - pausing and prompting by saying 
the first sounds or syllables of those words can be very 
helpful in helping the child attempt and succeed at 
reading them in texts.

Use Echo Reading to Build Successful Engaged Text Reading
The aim of reading a book is to enjoy it and to want to read another one. 



  -  It’s not expected that the child will be able to read word 
types which are only just being mastered as single 
words in word reading games. This is because the 
cognitive load demands of text reading are so much 
higher than reading of single words in supportive 
games. Using the example of w-vowels (e.g., raw, stew, 
cow, grow), if the child still needs a lot of support for 
reading these words in a game which just uses w-vowel 
words, don’t expect the child to read them in text – 
perhaps	pause	briefly,	saying	the	first	sound	for	those	
words, but don’t pause at length or ask the child to read 
them. They’ll come in good time, just not now.

•	 	Select	books	according	to	children’s	interests	and	levels	of	
skill and confidence. 

•	 	Use	Echo	Reading	as	part	of	building	independent	reading:

  -  Encourage children to read books which they have 
previously read with help, now by themselves, e.g., as a 
bedtime read. Repeated reading of texts builds stronger 
reading skills.

  -  As skill and confidence build, entice children to read to 
themselves books of independent reading level.

  -  For older children with significant word reading 
weakness, use the rationale of reading being a brick wall 
which is a bit wobbly, with reading games and reading 
easy books working powerfully to fill in the bricks 
and make a strong reading wall (See Sounds & Vowels, 
pages 92-93, Reading is a Brick Wall, and 97-98, Read 
Easy Books). It’s not that the child will always be reading 
simple books, it’s that reading books at a manageable 
level builds increasingly strong reading skills, such that 
soon those books will be very easy and the child will 
move on to reading books for higher levels of the wall. 
Reading easy books is temporary and a very powerful 
means of getting better at reading. Reading easy books 
fills in bricks to make a stronger wall.

Rationale: Why do Echo Reading? 

Learning to read English words has very high cognitive 
load, and beginning readers and children with weak word 
reading skills have difficulty reading many of the words 
in books they’d like to read. They need careful scaffolding 
to	become	confident	fluent	readers.	Always	keep	in	mind	
that the aim of book reading really is for the child to enjoy 
reading the book, and to want to read another one. Keen 
readers improve their reading and have fun doing so.

Unfortunately, many children with weak word reading skills 
become reluctant readers, keen to avoid reading books 
wherever possible. Often this is because too much reading 
time has been spent focussing on difficult words. Children 
learn best when they are both SUCCESSFUL (getting words 
right most of the time) and ENGAGED (motivated, thinking 
actively, and enjoying what they are doing). They learn least 
well when they are UNSUCCESSFUL (lots of words not able 
to be read correctly), and are likely to become increasingly 
DISENGAGED (bored, unmotivated and reluctant), when 
too much time is spent talking about the words they are 
struggling on, and too little time spent reading well. 

Sometimes parents and teachers feel that the best way to 
help children work out words is to ask the child questions 
to help them work out the meaning of the word they are 
struggling on. But interrupting reading by working out 
difficult words is time not spent reading successfully and 
enjoying reading the text. It’s also time focussed fully on the 
child’s area of low success. In addition, because children’s 
working memory is heavily loaded during text reading, they 
often cope quite poorly answering questions designed to 
help them work out a tricky word. Time spent focussing 
on unsuccessful reading and ‘lessons’ that seem confusing 
can be discouraging, leading to children being increasingly 
reluctant to read books. 

We all thrive and work best when encouraged, with time 
and attention focussed on strengths and building them. We 
learn less and are less motivated when time is focussed on 
weaknesses. Successful engaged reading is an important aim. 

Word reading skills build quickly and effectively using 
games where children read single words, with lots of 
successful engaged learning. Sounds & Vowels and Two 
Vowels Talking games use real words and pseudowords to 
build word reading skills to an increasingly automatic level 
(Automatic = Correct + Fast + Supereasy). 

Children then need help to generalise their word  
reading skills from reading of single words to reading  
of meaningful texts. Echo Reading is a powerful way 
to move word reading skills into meaningful reading. 
Reading books independently improves reading, and 
children who become confident independent readers 
win in many ways. Echo Reading is a powerful means of 
building children’s confidence and skill at reading, first 
with help, then independently.

Use Echo Reading to Build Successful Engaged Text Reading


